
 
 

Approved meeting minutes – Fall 2017 – Week 5 

Ruth Priscila Morales 

Victor Paitimusa 

 Priscilla Shuo 

Eduardo Cruz-Hinojoza 

Yessenia Lemus 

Chloe Zheng 

November 1, 2017 

SGSM Conference Room – 5:00-7:00pm 

 

  



 
1. Board updates  

 Priscilla: interview times need to be laid out so we can conduct the interviews; interviews 

will start next Tuesday 

o Interviews will be at CSL  

2. Project discussion/votes 

Project discussion: 2nd pre dental Day 

 Eddie: the application seemed really detailed and they emphasized sustainability in a lot 

of different aspects  

 Ruth: I’m not sure if only predental students can go or if its open to everyone  

 Yessenia: I like the fact that are targeting the practices you will use in your own career 

and it is good to target those practices early in someone’s career 

 Priscilla: the funding amount seems feasible and it’s  

 Chloe: why did they get denied last year? 

o They were asking for the same things but they brought in students from others 

school? 

 Priscilla: would we able to fund the room reservation? 

o Ruth: we aren’t allowed to fund room reservations  

 Ruth: my worry is that the cutlery is not going to be composted properly 

o Yessenia: can’t we write in a stipulation to make sure they properly dispose of the 

cutlery? 

 Eddie: can we ask them to give us a formal invitation? 

o Ruth: I can send them an email  

 Ruth: we can write a stipulation to make sure they dispose of the cutlery properly but we 

cannot fund the room reservation  

 Danielle (not present but she submitted her comments): I like the overall idea and the 

materials are ecofriendly. I also like the interactive way of measuring learning because 

I’ve used Kahoot before 

Motion to vote: 2nd annual Pre-Dental Day in the amount of $415.62 by Leonardo Miguel 

Castillo: motioned Ruth, second: Victor 

Yes – 6, No – 0, Abstain – 0 

Included a keynote speaker and improved their application from last year on what green dentistry 

is. The amount of the grant is reasonable for going above and beyond to promote the concept of 

green dentistry. However, the room reservation does not qualify for funding  

 



 
Project discussion: Branded “Shopping” Tote bags 

 Chloe: they addressed our concerns about incentives and if they ever received people that 

don’t have their own bags 

 Ruth: I’m not sure what the actual budget is because they are different in two sections   

 Victor: I’m still confused on how they are going to keep track of those that come in with 

bags  

 Ruth: I don’t see how they are going to effectively aim for students to use them beyond 

the fresh food hub 

 Priscilla: they equating the tote bags like the hydration station where they hope to get 

people to use them  

 Ruth: I am not sure about the quality of the bags and there is no learning aspect behind it, 

they are only going to hand out the reusable bags  

 Danielle (not present but she submitted her comments): if people really need the food, 

they will bring the bag so the bags will be used  

 

Motion to vote: Branded “shopping” tote bags in the amount of $6160 by Malak Kudaimi: 

motioned by Ruth, second by victor 

Yes – 3, No – 3, Abstain – 0   

Tie in the vote: we will meet again to vote on the shopping bags  

There is no explicit learning or teaching mechanism in sustainability in plastic use or plastic 

waste. The main purpose of the project does not sufficiently communicate the main purpose of 

sustainability to the participants  

 


